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[AC07, BKL05, Chi07, GR18, Han06a, HC05, 
KV13, LC10, Mai06, Rob07, Sch11, Sta07b, 
SR07, UAK+15, Woo06, PW18]. ade4
[BD18, Sha20, TD07]. ade4TkGUI [TD07].
adehabitat [Cal06]. Adelchi [Ros00].
adimpro [PT07]. Adjacent [dLHM09].
Administration [RHvD09]. Adrian [Ros00].
adreaksis [BD18, Sha20]. add [PG15].
add5Tools [BdSvE23]. Age [Jon07].
Agglomerative [Mul13]. aggressive [SWHJ17]. agree [FBB20].
agricultural [dSBSvE23]. Agriculture
Pla12, Pla19, For20. agrgomorphological
[BdSvE23]. Aid [NV11]. Air
[Buc09, PD08, YCLL20]. Airbnb [BCG18].
Ajay [Mat15]. Akalin [Pod21]. Akers
[Mor03]. al [Lud13]. Alain [Bal11]. Alan
[Bat08b, Has18, Ng09]. Albert
[Cho09, Fus22, Lip20b, Pol11a, Ban14].
Albrecht [AA12]. Aldo [Ros10b].
Alejandro [War22]. Alexandrex [Ano99].
Algebra [Fie15, Kha16, Liu16b, ES14].
Algorithm
[AE21, CLL17, HC05, KSBZ16, ML13, 
PK08, dLHM09, LAJJ18, AE21, SM21].
Algorithms [Bas18, Cie15, Cur18, Das21, 
GFS14, How18, Iri19, JPH21, Lab12, Lip20a, 
MJR93, MYK07, MCM12, NV11, Scr13, 
YEL18, ZFZ10, Che22, FGZ14, MGHR16, 
SS18a, Val09, WML14]. Aligning
[CS12]. Alignment
[KSS+07, DS20]. Alignments
[GG09]. Allaire [Joh20, Kim20b].
Allerhand [Sen14]. Alley [ZMS21].
Alley-oop [ZMS21]. allocation [RK20].
allowing [Kom09]. Alon [Aji17]. Alonso
[Oli17]. alphahull [PLRC10]. alternative
[HB19]. Altuna [Pod21]. Amazon
[HT19]. AMCMC [Ros07]. amei
[MJGM10]. American [IDE15, Gle16b].
amplitude [LBL+21]. asmr [KSS+07].
Ana [Bat08b, Kg09, Sc013b]. anacor
[dLM09c]. Analyses [Ano06a, Eve94, Eve02, 
EH06, H1l06, Kim95, Ko95a, Lm07b, 
Man03, Pfa12, Rob23, TEMCE22, 
Vie10, Zie02a, KKL+15, MCSD14, Til96].
Analysis
[Agr16, AL16, Ano06b, Ano09d, Ano12b, 
Arm19, BL14a, BBG16, BP12, Beal7, Beb13, 
BC76, BC77, BC81, BC84a, BC84b, BBG12, 
BK17, BL15, BPG08, Bl014, BPG14, 
BDdM11, BB09, BD18, Bow10, Bur10, 
Bir12, Cap22, Car10, CHT98, CHFK11, 
Cha86, Cha08a, CKN14, Che22b, CFSR15, 
CS07, CO16, Cs08, Das21, Dav95, Den98, 
Dia06, Dia05, Du07, DHH15, Eme08, EEO7, 
EL09, Eva11, Fdl12, Fed12, Fer11, 
FGD16, Fle11, FC12, FM08, FKP17, Fri11, 
FM16, FEME12, GP12, G16, GDK4, 
GZ11, GK14, GCA12, GDM808, GT10, 
GVM16, Gr015a, GV12, HD18, HSL11, 
Han05, Han98, Har01, Has18, Hec07, HH15, 
HP09, Han16, Hoe09, HK5, How16b, 
HSG12, IG96, ICA21, Iri19, JM15, JD15, 
Joc14, Joh09, Jon17, Kav15]. Analysis
[KK15, Kec18, Kha18, KE14, KH10, Kos15, 
Kos6, Kus03, Lai17, LRGTA12, LH08, 
Lei10, Lep14, LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, Lip20a, 
LC01, Liu17, LR18b, LT19, dUJ13, Lor18, 
Lun07a, LSC14, MF14, Mai08, Mai11, 
Mai14a, MdL10, MC07, Sta93e, Mat16a, 
MF15, MCA19, MYK07, Mel13, NGBK12, 
Nor15, Num13, Num20, Obe14, Oli10b, 
OK14, PB15, PH16, PPG15, Par06a, 
Par12, PP18, Pfa06, Pfa08a, Pla12, Pla19, 
Pol11c, Pol13, Pri05b, Qia10a, R D11a, 
RHG09, RQ06, Rec18, RJH14, RS05, Risk06, 
Rob19, RKF12, RMD12, Ros00, RGD12, 
RD92, San10a, SMM+15, SCK95, Scol10b, 
Sha16, She11, SC07, Sho18, SS19b, SS92,
SR16, SP10, SVCB18, Sta93f, Ste11, Sun15, Sun16, TV11, TMN16, TM05, TD07, TYH+14, Tsa10, US10, Unw11, Unw12a.

**Analysis**
[Unw15, Utl05, VM09a, VR99, Ver18, WLH+18, WHK21, WTB+15, WS11, WM14, Wic09, WG10, Wll14a, WGE17, Yu12, YL17, ZQS16, Zie05, dl05b, dLM09c, dWFP11, vda07, vDA12, Agr13, ACG+16, Ano03b, ATCA20, BFA14, BC85a, Bch13, Beh04, Beh05, Beh12, Bos09, Bos12, BA97, Bro12, BG96, Cal06, Car04, Car14, CCKT83, Cha99, CP11b, CP13, Che22, CRP13, CPB+23, Cot13, Cra02, CCP+11, DJ+18, Drä12, DTDd19, Eve05, EH11, For20, GCS+14, GS19, HKS08, HH04, HN09, HK11, How17, HRC20, HLP11, Kab11, Kec10, KCI4a, Kon04, LB12a, LLM+20, LBL+21, MB03, Mlr14, MPV12, MCB14, Mur05, Nlc14, PL23, Pa15b, Par15a, PCAS09, PG20, PW18, RFGD08, RD03, Rup11, SVM+17, Sch08, Sch17b, Sha22b, Sha12, Sha19, Sha20, Shi16].

_analysis_ [SS06, SS11, SA20, Sta05, Tei22, Tie09, Tsa13, Tsa14b, Tuk77, Tur12, VS02, Ven04, Vie11, WWD18, Wll18, WD18, Wll14b, Win13, YCLL20, ZY19, dSBV23, Alb15, Ano06c, CH17, Lüt11, Par15b, Lum06, Will11a, Ano08, Ano10, Ano12a, Edd09a, Fri12, Har07, How16a, Liu16a, Lum08, O'B12a, Sta21, Suc07, dl05a]. **analysts** [Tav17].

**Analytical** [MBM18]. **Analytics** [Cap19, Lan17a, Lip22, Mye12a, Otn17, Pod18, Sco13a, Cha15a, Lan14a, Mill5a, PK12, RN17, ZMS21, Rus15]. **Analyze** [EBO+13, GW18, MdUAC10, BMOF17]. **AnalyzeFMRI** [DDm11]. **Analyzing** [Arm14, BT05, BCHY09, BKLO5, CB17, DHM11, Dév09, EVA14, ERH01, GRMS11, GR16, GRD13, Gs011, Grö14b, KHR21, LZ10, LX12, MA14, Mag10, RR11, SZ11, Sch16, SM07, Vis10, BBN10, PDF16, SGPSzC22, Bau14, Cha21, Daw03, Pa15a, Zie02b]. **André** [Unw13b]. **Andreas** [Ano03c, Ano06d, Eas03, Har03, Zie98, Zie01c]. **Andrés** [Lip21c]. **Andrew** [Han13a, Han98, Mai10, Mye12a, Nq11, O'B09a, Peh21, Pet19, Rec19]. **Andrzej** [Mai14b]. **Andy** [Rec19, Unw13a].

**Angewandte** [DK09]. **Angoff** [MF14]. **animals** [Cal06]. **animation** [Xie13a]. **Animations** [Xie13a]. **anisotropic** [Alb19]. **Anleitung** [Ano97]. **Anne** [Cox05, Dal98]. **Annie** [Cox05, Dal98]. **Annual** [Ano95a]. **ANOVA** [Ber10, Ros10b, BPS09, DW17, Gu14, RV20]. **Antagonism** [BN10]. **Anwendung** [Süs93]. **API** [Sm17]. **app2web** [VFV13]. **Appendix** [TRM16b]. **Application** [BFRP13, DCB+17, MH07, DH97]. **Applications** [BPSS09, Ber10, Cap19, Cs08, Den20, DMS14, Gep21, Har01, Joh09, Jon13, Lip21a, Lun07a, Mii16, Nor14, O'B13, Pol13, Qia10a, dREP12, Rau14, Ros10b, Sch14, Sch17a, Tro09, VFV13, Ven10, VL21, Bia94, Bos09, BCMR19, Car16, CLI11, CCP+11, Dem13, HKS08, Hor09, Hfy22, Hos22a, Hu21, JWH1, Riz12, Sch08, SS06, SS11, Ts14a, VP16, SS18b]. **Applied** [Abr97, Arg98, BPG08, BA97, BG96, CP13, Cow03, Ely22, Fer02, Fon09, GF09, Hos22a, Jam96, KK99, KZ08, KM01, Lee21, Lu18, Mar07, Par06b, Sco13a, Unw12a, VR94, VR02, Wei14, WGE17, Yu12, Zie00, Zie01b, Zie04, CC08b, EH11, Fox02, PK12, RFGD08, Sel98, VR97, VR99, VR00a, DK09, Has18, Krä20, Par15a, PG20, Bra03, Cho22b, Den98, Eas03, Ett09b, Han98, Har03, Heo09, Lor18, Mye09, Oli17, Pal15b, Ros00, SL09, Sco09, Sha19, Zhi16, Zha11]. **Applix** [Ano09]. **Applixware** [Ano09]. **apply** [HRC20, WPW15]. **Applying** [ZS17]. **Approach** [BBG16, Den98, EN11, FGM12, Gou10, Hub11, La17, Mar11, Nan20, Oja10, RLWP16, RJH14, Ros00, San10a, She09, SS19b, SCS13, BAG7, CC08b, GB13, Gav10].
April approximant [LF15]. Approximate [Gra16, Ros80].
Approximation
[HH14, LPLD14, RRRSPT12].
April
[Ano95a, MN69]. Arbeiten [Ano97].
ARC
[Ger94, Mat94]. ARC/INFO
[Ger94, Mat94]. Archetypal [EL09].
Archimedean [HM11]. Archive
[Hor12b, MCSAGB20, MCSGBSA20].
archivist [BK17]. area
[Gl21a]. Areal
[LRN18a]. Argo
[KHR21]. argoFloats
[KHR21]. Arguments
[Hof11]. Ariel
[Oli17]. Arithmetic
[Wol94, Wol99]. Arm
[IDE15, JPM19, KWE+17, KF14, LZHC17].
Arm-Based
[LZHC17]. Arnaud
[Unw13b]. Arnhoft
[Bat08b, Ng09]. Array
[BS18, LWB18]. argh
[Kor18]. Art
[IR12, Mat11, SWE+09, Wil11b]. Artifacts
[BML19]. ASMap
[TB17]. aspect
[Mdl10]. Assemblage
[Yua07]. Assertive
[Tho18]. Assessing
[BN10, Kie08, LQC+12, CC23, HBA19].
Assessment
[CB17, RG96, SIRC16, Smi07, USH08, SO23].
Assessments
[ZUL14, LB12b]. Association
[Fou09, HSG12, MF15, SLO9, ZFZ10, Zha11, Sha21d, Wan22]. associations
[HTW23].
asymmetric
[KK21, Asq14]. Asymptotic
[FS10a, ZFZ10]. asymptotics
[YWL02]. Atlantic
[Tyn16]. atmospheric
[IESdF18]. Attaining
[Gav10]. AUC
[GZ21a]. Aufgaben
[Kra97]. Augmentation
[TDR15]. augSIMEX
[YZ19]. August
[HI97]. Australian
[SPP17]. Authoring
[Mor18]. Automated
[CdM10, Mun14a, Sek11, HCS15, Se17, Iac15]. Automatic
[GO9, HK08, Tan18]. Automatically
[HL09]. autoplotly
[Tan18]. Autoregression
[MZ08]. Autoregressive
[ABC19, Lee13, LRN18a, Wan13, CRP13].
available
[AFGH22]. Average
[HPWL15, CRP13]. Averaging
[ZF15]. Award
[Th99]. Azzalini
[Den98, Ros00]. B
[Abr97, Ano06a, Ano06c, Arg98, Dav95, Fer02, Few09, Jam96, Kim95, Yu12, Zie01b, Zie02b, Lip21b, Lip21c, The99]. b/w
[Han05]. Back
[WDT+12]. Back-End
[WDT+12]. Baclawski
[Pic09]. Bagging
[AGG13]. Balance
[Stk11]. balanced
[CLK21]. band
[Ver18]. Bandwidth
[dREP12]. Bank
[Van18]. BANOVA
[DW17]. Baptiste
[Tat18]. Barely
[Bro14]. Baron
[Mai14a]. BARS
[WLD08]. Base
[Hel16, Rob22, Wei12, R04]. Baseball
[Bau14, Pal15a, MA14]. Based
[AR14, AWB18, AGBF17, BBG16, BBG12, Bra15, CQZ+10, Cul11, DCB+17, FHH17, Fuj17, GFS14, HD12, HMR+13, Hub11, K14, L17, LIL+15, LSPvdL17, LZHC17, LBC+16, Mel16, MVS13, NAA17, Oja10, RBHB15, RGD12, SLO9, San10a, SRI8, Sha21a, SLS+12, TM05, TRF16, WMS17, WHK21, Wee10, AFGH22, BCMR19, CPD+20, Cha99, De16, ELS17, Fou09, GZ21b, HLT09, HBA19, HBS14, HT19, HMR14, HRC20, KF10, KK22, LB21, LF15, MB03, NWH21, RRRSPT12, SA15, SA20, WRT23, YC21]. Basic
[Aiz12, Fox05b, GKH14, LR02, PLR16, T02]. Basic-Statistics
[Fox05b]. Basics
[Ano03c, Ano06d, Bar02, Bro07, Fie15, Fox05a, Mac98, Sis03, Zie98, Zie01c, KO97, KO00, Kra05, Lui16b, Kln16]. Basketball
[ZMS21]. Basso
[Ber10, Ros10b]. Batch
[BLM+15, LBS17, Hof11]. BatchExperiments
[BLM+15]. Batching
[Hof11]. BatchJobs
[BLM+15]. batchtools
[LBS17]. Bates
[Woo01, Zie01a]. Baumer
[Liu18]. Bayes
[JS05, KG17, Rob23, W005]. bayesclust
[GFC12]. Bayesian
[Gre22, Hew16, Mal21, Rui17, Alb07, Alb09, AA20, ACG+16, AKL+21, BS15, BGH+17, BKL05, B17, Bur12, CF14, CCJMR16, Cho09, DW17, EE07, GCS+14, GG16,
Bos10, Bow09, Bow10, Bra03, Bro07, Bro10, Buc09, Bul06, Bur07, Bur09, Bur10, BL11, Cam09, Cap19, Cap22, Car10, Car16, Cha14a, Cha21, Chi07, Cho22a, Cho15, Cho09, Cho22b, Cho20, CH11b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, The99, Dal98, Das21, Dav95, Dav07, Dow03, Dem17, DN17, Dem18, Den98, Dia06, Dia18, Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Dow17, Dre19, Dur14, Dur15, Eas03, Edd09c, Edd09a, Edd09b, Book [Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Edd18, Eme08, Esk21, Esp15, Eva11, Eva14, Few09, Fin11, Fis06, Fle11, For20, Fox05a, Fri12, Fri11, Fus22, Gal17, Gep21, Gil14, Gle16a, GR18, Gou05, Gou10, Gre22, Grö11, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö18a, Gro18c, Gro08, Gun06, Gut11, Hac17, Häg12, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Har03, Har19, Has18, Hec07, Hel15, Hel16, Hel18, Hew05, Hew16, Hil06, Hil10, Hly09, Hoe09, Hof15, Hor12c, Hou07, How11, How16a, How16b, Hu09, Hu21, Huh11, Hüis18, IR12, Jac15, Jam96, Joh09, Joh20, Jon13, KK99, Kau13, Kel10, Kha16, Kha17, Kha18, Kim20b, Kim95, Kin20, Kle17, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos15, Kos16, Krù20, Kuh10, Kum07, Kum10, Kus03, Lal17, Lan17b, Law02, Laz11a, Laz11b]. Book [Lee21, Len20, Leo10, Lep14, Lew16, Lha14, Lit11, Lig09, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21a, Lip21b, Lip21c, Lip22, Liu15, Liu16a, Liu16b, Liu17, Liu18, Lor18, Lu18, Lu113, Lun01, Lun08, Lun02, Lun06, Lun07b, Lun07a, Lu09, Liit11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai21, Mal13, Mal21, Mal09, Man03, Mar11, Mar12, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16a, McG20, McN14, McN04, Mig10, Mid12, Mid10, Mor18, Mor03, Mor09, Müi16, Mun14b, Mun14, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ngo06, Ng09, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Nor15, Num13, Num20, Num20, O`B08, O`B09c, O`B09a, O`B09b, O`B10, O`B12b, O`B12a, O`B13, O`B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, Oom17, Otn17, Pal15a, Pan15, Par15b]. Book [Par15a, Pav16, PG20, Peb21, Pet02, Pet19, Pfa12, Pic09, Pie09, Plu01, Pod15, Pod18, Pod21, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Put06, Qia10a, Raa14, Ree09, Rec18, Rie11, Rie19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob19, Rob05, Rob07, Rob08, Rob09, Ros17, Ros09, Ros10b, Ros09, Ruiz16, Ruiz17, Rus15, SL09, Sab19, San10b, San10a, San11, San19, San03, SC07, Sau10, Sau11, Sau21, Sch08, Sch09, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sel17, Sen14, Sha16, Sha21a, Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, Sha21c, Sha23a, Sha23b, She11, Sit03, Smi06, Soe10, Söl10, Sta21, Sta05, Sta07a, Sta07b, Ste11, Sto11, Str10, Suc07, Sun15, Sun16, Tat18, Til96, Tol23, Tol03, Tsa14a, Tu21, Tur12, Tus05, Ty07, Unw11, Unw12b, Unw12a]. Book [Unw13b, Unw13a, Uti05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Ven10, Vey14, Vie11, VSS+17, VL21, Vis10, Vo09, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, Win08b, Wic08a, WG10, Will14a, Will11a, Woo01, Woo11, Woo98, Yal10, Yu12, Zei16, Zha11, Zie98, Zie99, Zie00, Zie01c, Zie01b, Zie01a, Zie02a, Zie02b, Zie04, Zie05, dL05b, dL05a, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, Cra07, Cra12, Dav15, MN03, Laz11b, Lig09, Sta07a, Gil14, Sha23b]. bookdown [Mor18]. Books [Mor18]. Boosting [AGG13, CJM06, De 16, HRMS14]. Bootstrap [DH97, HH14, Han13a, Mar12, O`B13, VW13, VdL09, CL11, ZHL11]. bor [SD18]. Borcard [O`B12b]. Boundary [DLN17, HS18]. Bounds [Hla16]. Bouvier [AC04, Cox05, Dal98, Woo98]. Bowman [Den98, Ros00]. Box [SGHY11, AGdSC20]. Bradley [Fire05, TF12]. BradleyTerry2 [TF12]. Brain [RR11]. branch [GL15]. Braun [Hly09, Nor09]. Bretz [Che11, Dic12, Rie11]. Brian [Ana06b, Daw03, Kau13, Ko95a, Lun06, Pfa12, TIl96, Unw12a, Zie02a]. Brief [Bec94, EB18, RL15, Edd21, FM18b]. brms
[LA19, ZHL11, GHN19, Han13a].

Comparison [Lan95, OL17, Sch14, TM15, De 16, FBB20, Las97]. Comparisons [BHW11, Che11, Dic12, HD12, KPSH15, MVSL13, Ric11]. Competing [BAS12, MN17, SZ11, dWFP11, BFV19, Mal13].

Compilation [Lan14b]. compiled [GMF18]. complement [OS95]. Complete [OK14].

Completely [JJJ14]. Complex [AT13, BY18, GP12, MN14, Obe14, SvdLN17, TMKD17, Kut13, MCSAGB20, SK17, SGPSzC22]. Complexity [Bra15]. Complexity-Based [BAS12, MN17, SZ11, dWFP11, BVFB19, Mal13].

Composition [Yua07]. compositional [PG20, Sha19]. compounding [NPR13, NPR13].

CompRandFld [PB15]. Comprehensive [RFKM12, SR17, Hor12b, MCSAGB20, MCSGBSA20]. Computation [AB17b, ABGF17, Dem17, KC14b, MN69, dSVSM17, TMKD17, Alb07, Alb09, Cho90, Kut13, Mwi11, Pol11a, Röh00].

Computational [BG18]. computations [SR17]. Compute [Phi10, dSJdSF14]. Computer [All86, Ano99, DGF15, Han05, PPGD15, RGD12, Hor09, SS18a, SA15, All86].

Computerized [MR12]. Computing [Ald20, AGM07, Chao93, CQ95, Den16, DO94, Edd18, Esp15, FBdF12, FT08, GI00, Gi09, Kus03, Len20, Mat16b, R DI11b, RTL07, SFS12, SMM+22, Val09, Mil12, Boo10, Dur15, Edd09c, Kha18, Pod21, Rob19].

Computationally [BG18].

Concave [CGS09]. Concepts [BVFB19, Lun02, Mor03, SA01].

Concave [CGS09]. Concepts [BVFB19, Lun02, Mor03, SA01].

Concurrent [AD15]. Conditional [Lee13, LRN18a, OH17].

Conditioning [Mar06]. Conditions [Yua07]. Conducting [KWE+17, SvdLN17, Vie10].

condvis [OH17]. Cone [LM14b]. cone proj [LM14b]. Conference [DO94, HI97, Ano95a, Bia94, IEE93, IEE94, M69].

Confidence [KPSH15]. Conjugate [Sho13]. connect [CBL+19]. connectivity [MS23, Urb09].

Conservation [VL21, MS23]. Consistency [LQC+12]. Constrained [BFRP13, LM14b].

Constraints [Grö10, CKSLS18]. Constructing [CSNF18, MB15].

Construction [Jon07, Kav15, TB17]. Consumed [PZK+12]. consumption [KKL+15].

Contaminated [PMM18]. ContaminatedMixture [PMM18].

contemporary [SR14b]. Context [RG07, BFV19].

Continuing [OK14]. Continuous [AE21, BHS00, CC08a, Hoh18, KY10, KK14, Mull14, PJS17, Wan13, NPR13, TPAM07].


contribution [Sta05]. Control [ADH11, BCS96, HSL11, MG09, TSM15, ZFZ10, ZP13, ELS17, HBN14, KK21].

Controls [BCAB07]. controversy [CM14].

Convention [IEE93, IEE94]. Convergence [Smi07].

Conversion [Hi96, Lei13].

convolute [ABEY18]. Convex [KM14, PLRC10].

convexSPAT [RC17].

cooccur [GVM16]. Cook [Eme08, Mai08].

Cookbook [Cha18, LT19, XDR21, Tec11, How11, Sha21b]. cooperative [CBGGV17].

cooperation [Ano21]. Copula [Lyu21, Nag18, NAA17, WM16, ELS17, KY10].

Copula-Based [NAA17, ELS17].

CopulaDTA [NAA17]. copulaedas [GFS14]. Copulas [BS13, GFS14, HD18, HM11].

Corporation [Ano99]. Corrected [BK11, HS18]. Correcting [AY22]. 
Correlated [AD15, Ano08, RMG12, Sho18, BF17, Lum08, SC07, Sta21]. Correlation [BK14, FM19, GDMB08, HM18, CPB+23, LAJJ18, PMLM23, Ros08, Shi16]. 
Correlations [LI12]. Correspondence [Mur05, dLM09c, Beh04, Beh05, Alb15, Hec07, dL05b]. Cosenza [Bia94]. Cost [PN97, Alb19]. cost-surfaces [Alb19]. 
Count [Agr16, FM16, HD18, Hil14, JD15, LFF17, ZKJ08, WM18]. Counterfactuals [SKZ05]. country [ABEY18]. countrycode [ABEY18]. Counts [Cam12]. Course [Gre22, HH15, Hly09, Mal21, Sta93a, Nor09, Pri05b, Rui17, Sha16, Sta93b, Ut105, Wic08a, BM07, BM16, BM21, Dav15, HH04, McE16, TRM16a]. Covariable [PK11, RC17]. Covariate [HPWdL15, HXY12, Sta08]. Covariates [VKVC15, ZY19]. cover [Das21, Tu21, WRV23]. CovSel [HPWdL15]. 
Covpertwait [Li11, Mai10]. Cox [CG15, 16, DPH18, Gan15a, TDR13, TDR15, TR14]. CoxBoost [De 16]. coxphw [DPH18]. COZIGAM [LC10]. 
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[FH09, FC12, FBB20, FM08, FK07, FGEMI12, FS10b, GR16, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15a, Gas11, GGC+15, GRK+16, GP12, GG16, GKZ16, GK16, GKD14, Glo09, GGK10, GZ11, GLC+15, GCA12, GFS14, GDMB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, GW18, Grö10, Grö14b, Grö18b, GvdL12, GHI1, Gu14, GV12, Had10, HPWdL15, HHHO8, HH14, HD18, HLS11, Han06b, Han07b, HBBP18, Har10, HD12, HXY12, HM18, HP09, HH19a, HP17, HPCS14, HM11, HMAS16, Hoh18, Hej04, HHV05, HL07, Hej12, HMR+13, HG14, HSG12, HGG08, HK08, HWY18, IPO8, IDE15, IV05, ILS11, IRC2A1, ICL16, Jac11, JPM19, J19, JM15, JJJ14, JKv+14, JGMI18, JD15, J1on07, KMC+12, KSHZ04, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, KHR21, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, Kim20a, KN16]. **Package**
[KF14, KN03, KG17, KR10, KY10, KK14, KSZB16, KPSH15, KV13, KT16, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, LAF+17, LRGTA12, LH08, LIL+15, Lee13, LM18, Lee18, LSN18a, Lei10, Lei03, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len16, LBW18, LM14b, LFF17, LHZC17, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LHA+15, LRRACSGS14, dUJ13, LX12, LCSC14, MR15, MR12, MF14, MHJS16, MH07, MDl10, Mar06, MH15, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, PM14, ML13, MYK07, MZ05, MS11, MCM12, Mel16, MJGM10, Meul13, MW07, MSV13, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, MuUAC10, MN14, MvsB+07, Mvs07, MAG+11, Mur03, Mur09a, MG09, NR16, Nag18, ND12, NGBK12, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OCR14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, PPGD15, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, PLRC10, PWMV+15, PSS+17, PG15, PP18, Pet10, Pfa08b, PU13, PT07, PT09, PMM18]. **Package**
[dREP12, RK20, RBB18, RLWP16, RC17, RJ1H14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RR11, RMG12, Ros12, Rov17, SF18, SFS12, Sar16, SIR+11, SZ11, SMM+15, Sch16, SSH+20, SIRC16, Sch17c, Scr13, SR18, Sca10, SVMMRP17, Sho13, SS19a, SKS15, SM21, Sni07, SYC08, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, S609, SD18, Spe13, SM07, SLG05, SSY14, TP11, TMCE22, TM15, TMW18, TV11, TDRD13, TB17, TKM15, TMD17, TTN16, Thi14, TFR16, TYH14, Tou15, TGG17, TF12, Tyn16, UKD09, US10, USHH18, VW13, VG09, Ver18, KVVC15, Vie10, VV16, VM18, VdL09, VYD+12, VS10, WGS12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13, WLM18, WHK21, Was15, Wei10, WF12, Wei18, WTB+15, WDM+11, WM14, WCHB11, Wie04, WM16, XM110, XWHL15, Xie13a, YEL18, You10, YL17, Yua07]. **Package**
[ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, ZP13, dSjDF14, dLM09a, dLM09c, dWF11, vdWG11, ATYK20, Alb15, Alb19, AA20, AD17, Amo21, Ano13, ATCA20, ABYE18, AFM22, BF17, BBG14, BMOF17, BH13, BDsV23, BSG20, BBN10, CC23, Cal06, CBGGV17, Car17, CBL+19, CPD+20, CCJMR16, CKSLS18, CHB14, CLK21, CBHLC21, CPB+23, DS20, DCMCPF20, Dir18, Dra23,
portfolio [BMOF17, Pfa13, SM05].
Portfolios [ABGF17]. Portland [IEE93].
Portnoy [Sta05]. Positions [CI17].
Positive [LA19]. post [GSB19].

Portnoy [Sta05] and Possums [CI17] are two notable examples in the field of positive psychology. Positive psychology is a relatively new field that focuses on the study of human strengths and virtues, and has gained significant traction in recent years.

Positive psychology aims to understand and promote positive emotions, personal strengths, and virtues that can enhance well-being and lead to a life of fulfillment and happiness. It seeks to understand the conditions that foster these positive outcomes and to develop interventions that can help individuals and societies to achieve greater well-being.

One of the key ideas in positive psychology is the concept of subjective well-being, which refers to an individual's overall evaluation of their life. Research in this area has shown that subjective well-being is strongly correlated with various positive outcomes, such as increased longevity, lower levels of depression, and greater overall satisfaction with life.

Positive psychology is not just about individual well-being, however. It also focuses on the role of social and cultural factors in shaping well-being. For example, positive psychology researchers have studied the impact of social connectedness, community engagement, and cultural values on well-being.

In recent years, positive psychology has also begun to explore the role of technology in promoting well-being. For example, researchers have examined the impact of social media and other digital technologies on subjective well-being, and have explored ways in which these technologies can be designed to promote positive outcomes.

Overall, positive psychology is a growing field that offers a rich array of insights into the ways in which individuals and societies can foster well-being and happiness. As the field continues to evolve, it is likely that we will see even more innovative approaches to promoting positive outcomes in the years to come.
Programmierung [Süs93]. Programming [Ano09d, BCW88, Bel19, Ber09, Cal95, Cha86, Cha98, Cha14b, DN17, H110, Hly09, Hor12a, Lub91, Mat11, Ng11, Nor09, O’Bo9a, Olia10b, R Di11a, Sco11, Ste00, Tho18, VR00a, Wei12, Weic10a, dL09b, Bia94, BM07, BM16, BN17, CN17, CNZ99, Dav15, Gen09, GL16a, Gro14a, JMR14, O’MR12, VR00b, VS02, Ven04, Lan17b, Plu01].

Programs [JS05, NK06, GDBK92, 21, KKL15, SMHBR06]. Progression [BVE+15]. Project [BCHR15]. Projection [Lee18, FBKR21, SA20].


Promises [GJ+21]. Propensity [HP09, Sek11]. proportion [SR17, SR17].

Proportional [FH09, Gan15a, TCM06, ZQS16, PCAS09]. Proportional-Odds [FH09]. proposal [Lan09a]. Proximities [IP08]. PSAGraphics [HP09].


Public [HGG08, VEF+23]. publications [Pol11b]. Published [Lu18, Nun20]. Publishers [Aji17].

PubMed [RL15]. purchasing [BM06].


PY-SUMMA [AVS20]. PypeR [XMW10]. Python [AVS20, BP17a, Dan18, GH18, GN19, Mii15a, Mii13, Sni17, Sni18, SMM+22, XMW10, Lip12].

Q [LLS15, Tur18]. Q-Learning [LLS15].


QTS [OS95]. Qualark [OS95]. qualities [PSZ17]. Quality [Anh18, MG09, CC23].

Quandle [FW18]. Quantification [Dro18, SS15]. Quantile [SR19a, AA20]. Quantitative [Hof15, Sha22b, WS11, Day15].

Questionnaire [Fri12, O’B12a, Fall2]. Questionnaires [BBG16, Lan17]. Quizzes [ZUL14].

R [AA12, Agr16, Aji17, AC04, Ano06c, Ano09c, Ano12b, Ber09, Bos09, Bow10, Buc09, Bur09, Bur10, Cam09, Car10, Car16, Cho22b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, Dav07, DN17, Dia06, Doe06, Dur14, Edd09a, Edd18, Eme08, Esp15, Fus22, Gal17, Gil14, GL14, GR18, Gro15, Gre22, Grö15a, Gro18c, Hac17, Häg12, Han13a, Har19, He18, Hev05, Hov15, Hor12b, Hou07, Hu21, Hub11, IR12, Iac15, IDE15, Kau13, Khl17, Kin20, Kos15, Lan17b, Laz11b, Lig09, Lip20b, Lip22, Liu17, Lor18, Lun06, Lm07a, Lu09, Mai08, Mal12, Mar12, Mat13, McC20, MCN14, MCSGB20, MCGB20, Mor18, Mor03, Mü16, Mur14, Neu12, O’B13, Omt17, Par15b, Pol09, Pol11c, Pol13, Rah14, Reo09, Reo19, Ros09, Rui17].

R [SL09, San10a, Sar06, Sch08, Sco11, Sel17, Sha21a, Sha23a, Sni06, Sta07a, Ste11, Sto11, Tur12, Utl05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Vey14, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, Zha11, Zie04, dL05a, ADH11, AFGH22, AE10, Adl10, Adl12, ACW12, AR14, AMYR16, AVS20, AFHD09, Aiz12, Alb16, ATYK20, Alb07, Alb09, AR12, Alb15, Alb19, Alv20, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, AA20, All11a, AL16, Ali10, ACG+16, AD15, AD17, Ano21, AB17a, AWBM18, Anh18, Swe13, Ano13, ADN15, AKL+21, Arc10, AHvod9, AB17b, BGF17, ABC19, ATCA20, ABY18, AY22, Armi14, Armi17, AE21, Asq14, AMW14, AB12, AGdSC20, AFMD22, AM14, BVFB19, BG18, Bac08, BL14a, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, BR07, BS15].
BRF$^+$18, Bak13, BF17, Bar14, BFRP13, BP17a, BPL09, BY18]. R
[BS18, BBG14, BBG16, BPP17, BPSS09, BP12, BGH$^+$17, Bas18, Bat15, BU15, BKH17, BLY18, Bea17, BFA14, BBGL17, BML19, BP17b, BB18, Bec13, Beh12, Bel19, BCY09, BKT14, BBG12, BB12, BC11, BAS12, BSVT12, BK17, BL15, BdMM15, BCG18, BLM$^+$15, BPGR08, BVE$^+$15, B1014, BDT18, BMOF17, BS16, BLW12, Beol7, BN10, Bol08, Bon18, BPGC14, BDdM11, Bor16a, BPPB09, Bos12, BD18, BCMR19, BCA07, Bra15, BM07, Bra14, BM16, Bra17, BM21, BS13, BHW11, BPDD08, BS09, Bro14, Bro12, BI13, BdvE23, BSG20, BB10, BMGT15, B1ir17, Bur12, But05, But08, CC23, Cad13, CF14, CdM10, Cal06, CSNF18, Cam12, CM14, CBGG17, CC08a, CG15, Car17, Car13, Car14, CB17, CP11a, CBL$^+$19, CPD$^+$20, CFH11, CAA15, CCJR16, Cha12, CH17]. R
[Cha08a, Cha14b, Cha16, Cha20, CNA16, Cha08b, CQZ$^+$10, Cha18, Cha15a, Cha15b, CGBN14, Cha10, CKSIS12, CKSIS18, CP11b, CP13, Che22, CP12, CBH14, CL11, CH11a, CC11, CKY14, CGC11, CA18, CLK21, Cla08, CMS$^+$11, CS12, Coo18, CC08b, CGC14, CLL17, CFSR15, CRP13, CS07, CGH$^+$08, CGH$^+$10, CGH$^+$12a, CGH$^+$12b, CBH12G1, CPB$^+$23, Cot13, CM09, CH18, Cra05, Cra07, Cra12, Cra15, CNZ99, CNZ10, CO16, CF08, CsC08, CCP$^+$11, CGS09, CJM06, Cull11, CI17, DBMB18, DC09, Dal02, Da08, Dan18, DS20, DLN17, DHM11, DB13, Dav15, Day15, De 16, DBZ$^+$11, DC05, DP13, DMD15, Dem13, Den20, Den13, Den16, DB18, DCMF$^+$17, D1C06, D6v09, DCMCPF20, Dir18, DJS$^+$18, DW17, DM18, DSM4, Dra23, Dră12, DK18, Dr018, DTdM19, DPSH18]. R
[Duo07, DHF15, DG08, EN11, EF11, ES14, EW16, ES016, EB18, Ed21, EK23, Eks12, Eks16, EJ13, EL17, Er12, EE07, EBO$^+$13, EK12, EL09, EKP$^+$11, Eve05, EH06, EH11, Eyl22, Fal12, Far05, Far06, Far16, FS10a, FBDf12, FHM08, Fel12, FT08, FW18, FDB12, Fer11, FDGD16, FM19, FHH17, Fie12, FMI12, Fie15, Fil08, FGZ14, Fin14, Fin10, FBC07, Fir03, Fir05, FO15, FBNRG21, FC11, FM18a, Fou09, Fox02, Fox10, Fox05b, FH09, FFM09, FC12, FL16, FAM$^+$20, FBB20, FM08, FM18b, FBF14, FK17, Fri16, FKP17, FM16, FGM12, Fj17, FS10b, GRMS11, GR16, GRD13, GH18, GHN19, GZ21a, GZ21b, GB13, GSD12, Gan15b, Gan15a, Gas18, Gas11, GGC$^+$15, GSJC22, GSBL9, GASA15, GHH$^+$05, Gen09, GRK$^+$16, GP12, GG16]. R
[GMF18, Ger20, GKT16, GK16, GL16a, GDK14, Gio09, GL16b, GGK10, GH19, Gle16b, GV19, GJK$^+$21, GDBK$^+$21, GLC$^+$15, GK14, GCA12, GE18, GFS14, GDMB08, Goo05, Goo13, GFC12, GS19, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, Gra16, GdMW09, GVM16, GW18, Gro14a, Grö10, Grö14b, Grö18b, GvdL12, GZP14, GL07, GZ09, GH11, GKT12, Gu14, Gua13, GL15, Guh07, GV12, Had10, HPWdL15, HHB08, HD10, HH14, HD18, HSL11, Han05, Han06a, Han06b, HW07, Han07a, Han07b, Han20, HM08, Har06, HBBP18, Har08, HCSH15, Har10, Has18, HD12, HBA19, HXY12, HM18, Hec15, HH04, HNO9, HH15, HP09, HH19a, Hel22, HH07, HT11, His16, HCM$^+$18, HT19, Hla16, HHJC11, HHJC14, HTWT23, HPSC14, HM11, HM16, HL09, Hof11, HMRS14, HMS16, Hoh18, Hoh07, HF07]. R
[He04, HHY05, HL07, He09, HEL12, Hor09, Hor12a, HFW22, HL04, HL05, HBZ09, HMR$^+$13, HG14, HBQ04, HK11, HK15, Hos22a, Hos22b, How17, How18, HRC20, HS18, HSG12, HBP04, HGG08, HL011, HK08, HWY18, IP08, Jac08, IESdf18, IGG96, Iha98, IV05, ILS11, IRC21, Iri19, ICL16, IK20, Jac11, Jac16, JPM19, Jau19, JWHT13, JCO15, JJJ14, JKvtT$^+$14, JHQ$^+$11, JGM18, JPOJ12, JPH21, JD15, Joc14, JV14, Joh07, JS05, Jon07, JMR14, JP06, Kab11,
Repeated [PCAS09]. Replacement [Han07a]. Replication [Mil15b]. reported [LB12b]. reporttools [Ruf09]. REPPLab [FBNRG21]. Representation [Hic16].
Reproducibly [MBM18]. Resampling [Har06, Pol09, Sco12, CH11a, Goo05, Goo13, HBNS14, Rom07, Tsa14a]. Research [Ano99, Ano16, LT16, Mai14a, McG20, Rus15, Str10, Bee13, Cha15a, Hel15, LBR12a, MR09, MS23, Vin10]. researchers [HBA19].
Resistant [Can04, Con03]. Resonance [CMS+11, TW11, WS11]. Resource [Din06, RG96]. Response [Arc10, Bon18, Cha12, CGC11, CO16, DBZ+11, Had10, HM18, IDE15, Joh07, KF14, Len09, MR12, MP114, MTvdM15, Riz06, BBG14, HFOY22].
rethnicity [Xie22]. retrieval [LPR21]. returns [FM18b]. reversible [GBS19].
Review [Abr97, AA12, Agr16, Aji17, All11b, AC04, Ano03a, Ano03c, Ano03b, Ano06b, Ano06a, Ano08, Ano09a, Ano09b, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano10, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano16, Arg98, Arm19, Bai11, Bab02, Bar18, Bas18, Bat04, Bat08a, Bat08b, Bau14, Beb13, Ben21, Ber10, Ber09, Boo10, Bos09, Bos10, Bow09, Bow10, Bra03, Bra07, Bro10, Bro09, Bul06, Bur07, Bur09, Bur10, BL11, Cam09, Cap19, Cap22, Car10, Car16, Cha14a, Cha21, Che11, Chi07, Cho22a, Cho15, Cho09, Cho20, Chr09, CH11b, Cow03, Cox05, Cur18, Dal98, Das21, Dav95, Daw03, Dem17, DN17, Dem18, Den98, Dia06, Dia18, Dic12, Die21, Doe06, Doe10, Dow17, Dre19, Dur14, Dur15, Esd09, Edd09c, Edd09a, Edd09b, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Edd18, Eme08].
Review [Esk21, Esp15, Eva11, Eva14, Fer02, Few09, Fin10, Fin11, Fis06, Fle11, For20, Fot07, Fox05a, Fri12, Fri11, Fus22, Gal17, Gen98, Gep21, Gil14, Gle16a, GL14, GR18, Gou05, Gou10, Gre22, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Gro18a, Gro18c, Gro08, Gun06, Gut11, Hac17, Häg12, Hal93, Han13b, Han13a, Han98, Har03, Har19, Has18, Hec07, Hel15, Hel16, Hel18, Hew05, Hil06, Hil10, Hly09, Hoe09, Hof15, Hor12c, Hon07, Hou11, How16a, Hu09, Hu21, Hub11, Hüs18, IR12, Iac15, Jam96, Joh09, Joh20, Jon13, KKK, Kau13, Kha16, Kha17, Kha18, Kha19, Kin02, Kin15, Kin20, Kle17, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kos16, Krö20, Kuh10, Kumm07, Kumm10, Kus03, Lab12, Lai17, Lan17b, Lava02, Laza11, Laza18, Lee21, Len20, Leo10, Lep14, Lit11, Lit09].
Review [Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21a, Lip21b, Lip21c, Lip22, Liu15, Liu16a, Liu16b, Liu17, Liu18, Lor18, Lu18, Lud13, Lum01, Lum08, Lum02, Lum06, Lum07b, Luo09, Lüt11, Mac98, Mai06, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Mai14a, Mai14b, Mai21, Mal13, Mal21, Mal09, Man03, Mar11, Mar12, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16a, McG20, McN14, McN04, Mig10, Mil2, Mil10, MN03, Mil17a, Mil17b, Mor18, Mor03, Mor09, Mühl16, Mun14b, Mur14, Mye09, Mye12b, Mye12a, Neu11, Neu12, Ngo6, Ngo9, Ng11, Nie11, Nie14, Nor08, Nor09, Nor14, Nor15, Num13, Num20, Num20, O’B08, O’B09c, O’B09a, O’B09b, O’B10, O’B12b, O’B12a, O’B13, O’B14, Oli07, Oli10b, Oli10a, Oli17, Oom10, Orm17, Otn17, Pan15, Par15b, Par15a, Pav16, PG20, Pef21, Pet02, Pet19].
Review [Pfa12, Pic09, Pie09, Pho01, Pod15, Pod18, Pod21, Pol09, Pol11a, Pol11c, Pol13, Pop13b, Pop14, Pop15b].

Put06, Qia10a, Rao14, Ree09, Ree18, Ric11, Rie19, Rip11, Rob12, Rob13, Rob19, Rob05, Rob07, Rob09, Rob17, Ros09, Ros10b, Ros00, Rui16, Rui17, Rus15, SL09, Sab19, San10b, San10a, San11, Sán19, San03, SCD07, San10, Saul11, Saul12, San21, Sch08, Sch09, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco10a, Sco11, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, Sel17, Sen14, Sha21a, Sha21b, Sha11, Sha19, Sha21c, Sha23a, Sha23b, She11, Sis03, Sni06, Soc10, Sol10, Sta21, Stat10, Stat11, Str10, Suc07, Sun15, Sun16, Tat18, Tii96, Tol23, Tol03, Tsa14a, Tu21, Tur12, Tys05, Unw11, Unw12b, Unw12a, Unw13b, Unw13a, Utl05, VM09b, VM09a, Veh13, Ven10, Vie11]. Review [VSS’17, VL21, Vis10, Voe09, Wan06, Wan16, Wan22, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Will14a, Will11a, Woo01, Woi11, Woo98, Yal10, Yui12, Zhe11, Zhe98, Zhe99, Zhe00, Zhe01c, Zhe01b, Zhe01a, Zhe02a, Zhe02b, Zhe04, Zhe05, dL05b, dL05a, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b, AC07, BRF’18, Cho22b, Day07, Edd21, Har08, Har07, Lmn07a, Tyl07, Vey14]. Reviews [Ano06c, Kel10, How16, Ksj15, Lew16, Lha14, Pal15a, Sha16]. Reweighted [HB92], rishbase [BL12], RGCCTranslationUnit [Lan09b], rgenoud [MS11], RgoogleMaps [LR15], RGTk2 [LL10], Rich [AB12], Richard [Fle11, For20, Mal21, RI17, Sco10b, Utl05], Richness [SP05, Wan11], right [Will12], RinRuby [DC09], Ripley [Abr97, Arg98, Fer02, jan96, Zie01b]. RISE [Will18], Risk [ABGF17, CNA16, DHM11, DM18, SZI11, Pfa13], Risk-Based [ABGF17], RiskPortfolios [ABGF17], Risks [Mal13, dWFP11, BVF89, BAS12, MN17], Ritz [Ano09b, O’B09a]. River [WTB’15], Rizzo [Len20], rjmcmc [GSB19], RKward [RFK12], RLadyBug [IF07], RMatlab [VFV13], RMatlab-app2web [VFV13], rmcf [DK18], RMCriteria [MM22], Rmixmod [LIL’15], RNetLogo [Thi14], Rob [Krä20], Roback [Lee21], Robert [Gol11, Mai12, Neu11, Ng11, Nor14, Nun20, O’B09a, O’B13, Pol13, Rip11, Satt1, Sco10a, Sco13a, Voe09, Cha14a, Sch08], ROBETH [MJR93], Robin [Gle16a, Mai21], Robinson [Mye12a, Ng11, O’B09a, Sco11], RobPer [TFR16], Robust [AMYR16, BGD’17, BB92, Ht’09, JP06, KSS’07, KSBZ16, LH12, MJR93, TFR16, VW13, Wie04, ZFZ10, KK21, KNKH21, SHR97, Oli07, Tyl07, dL06], Robustbase [Fin10], robustloggamma [AMYR16], ROC [DCMCPF20, GZ21a], Roger [HH14], Roland [Lu18], Roll [PLLC11], rolling [PMLM23], Root [Lup09], rOpenSci [BCHR15], Routine [CKY14, RL15], Routines [LM14b, MJR93, Mili3, ELS17, Lan95], Rouvière [Unw13b], Row [YH14], Row-column [YH14], Rowan [Aji17], Roxygen [Vid22, VC23], rpanel [BCAB07], rpartOrdinal [Arc10], rpartScore [GSD12], RProtoBuf [ESO16], RRreg [HM18], RSKC [KSBZ16], rsm [Len09], RSNNS [BB12], rspfpp [VF19], RStudio [Grö15a, HK15, Rac12], rTensor [LBW18], RTI [SVM’17], rtrimicroem [SVM’17], Rubba [Iac15, Sel17], Rubber [Kur19], Rubio [Hoe09], Ruby [DC09], rurdwt [BS16], Ruey [Lep14], Rule [BBH15], Rule-Based [BBH15], Run [ZPC’16], runjags [Den16], Running [FK17, SLG05], Runtime [KKL’15, LMY’11], Ruppert [Num20]. S [AC04, Ano99, Ano06a, Ano06c, Bar02, Bra03, Bur10, Cam09, Car16, Cow03, Cox05, Da98, Dav95, Den98, Fin11, Fox05a, Han13a, Hw05, Hoe09, How16b, Kim95, Ko95b, Ko95a, Kra97, Law02, Lep14, Li11, Liu18, Lun06, Mac98, Mai10, Mar11, Mig10, Nun20, Pfa12, Pho1, Pol13, Ral14, Ros00, SCD07, Sch08, Sco13a, Sta10, Sta07b, Sta99, Sto11, Sis93, Tii96, Utl05, Vis10, Woo01,
Scales [PLR+16, BSG20]. Scaling [KM08, MdL10, PLLC11, ÜKD09, dLM09a, dLM09b]. Scatterplot3d [LM03]. sbursts [DTDd19]. Schemes [TDRD15]. Schloss [DO94]. Schumacker [Mor03]. Science [BB18, Bel21, Blo14, Cap19, Cha15b, Das21, Don17, Dow17, Dur15, DGP08, Edd18, Iri19, IK20, Lip20a, Lip20b, Lip21c, Liu18, Mat16b, Mil17a, Mil17b, Pen17, Rao14, Rie19, SO13, Str10, UC21, All86, BKH17, BCMR19, Cha20, Che22, Fus22, Hor09, Mil15a, Pie15, Sän19, Sha22a, Sha22b, Vin10, WG17, ZM14, HBA19, HJ17, RL15].


Short [Bat08a, Bat08b, The99, Häg12, Han13, Han13a, Kau13, Lue09, Mai08, Mai09, Mai10, Mai11, Mai12, Nor08, Nor09, Num13, O'B08, O'B09c, O'B09a, O'B09b, O'B10, O'B12b, O'B12a, O'B13, Pol11c, Pol13, Ric11, Rob12, Ros10b, Sco09, Sco10b, Sco12, Sco13b, Sco13a, St07a, Unw11, Unw12b,
Statistical
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